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Outline

• What are phenomenological models and why do we need them?

• Practical phenomenological implementation

• Examples (most of this workshop)



Why do we need phenomenological models?

• Phenomenological
• Unknown physics is parameterized 

• Parameters are then constrained by experimental data

• First principles, or even just more fundamental, nuclear models are 
unable to reach the desired precision for applications in many cases
• Ab initio, potential model, etc.



What kind of reactions are applicable for R-matrix?

• Usually Compound Nucleus
• Two step reactions (a+A C*  b+B)

• No multi-particle breakup yet… but this is an active area of research

• Usually nucleon – nucleon reactions
• But can also be extended to capture (a+A C* + g)
• And even (C* + b  b+B)

• Usually low energy
• Low angular momentum dominates

• Usually low level density (the “resolved resonance region”)
• Practical limitations

• Useful when broad resonances that interfere are present in the cross 
section



Prime example, 12C+n

• Hale and Paris (2015)

• A few well separated 
resolved resonances

• Well determined spin-
parities (Jp)



What is phenomenological R-matrix?

• A reaction framework that contains well-established quantum 
mechanical symmetries and conservation laws, but remains ignorant 
of more fundamental nuclear physics
• Conservation of angular momentum

• Unitarity

• Time reversal symmetry

• Requires data to describe a particular reaction cross section
• Make extrapolations to unobserved regions of the cross section



Why do we need phenomenological R-matrix?

• Astrophysics application
• Extrapolate a charged particle cross section from 

some higher energy region that is experimental 
accessible down in energy to a region that can’t 
be measured but is important for stellar 
environments

• Application
• Simultaneously evaluate a broad set of data from 

different measurements and maybe even through 
different reaction channels.

• Define an uncertainty band for the cross section 
based on all this combined data.

• Might be used here to extrapolate differential 
cross section data to angle integrated cross 
section



Example: 12C(a,g)16O extrapolation to low energy

Energy range of helium burning



Example: Incomplete angular distribution 
coverage
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Basic Theory

The nucleus

rc = ac

Outside: two particle clusters 
that do not interact except 
through the Coulomb force

Inside: Complex 
Many-body nuclear 
interactions



Channels

C*a+A asl = c
c  c’



Remember that we are symmetric in time

C*b+B asl = c
c’  c



Unitarity: Conservation of probability

C* 1 goes out 1 goes in 

No imaginary 
potential terms



Terminology
• Partition (a) --- group of two particles that the system can be decomposed into

• Channel (c = asl) --- a partition with a specific channel spin and angular 
momentum

• Channel spin (s) --- s = s1+s2

• Channel radius (ac) --- phenomenological parameter, somewhat arbitrary division 
of the internal and external space, does NOT correspond to a real nuclear radius

• reduced width (gc) --- phenomenological parameter related to the width of a level 
(gc

2 is the reduced width)

• resonance pole energy (El) --- phenomenological parameter related to the energy 
of a level (does not necessarily correspond to the observed energy of a level)

• Boundary condition (Bc) --- phenomenological parameter, can be eliminated by 
using the Brune parameterization



Truncation of many things

• Theory has infinite sums over levels (for each Jp), channels, and angular momentum

• Drastic truncations are often made, how can the theory still work?

• Levels have a local effect on the cross section
• Larger widths, more important
• Can sometimes get by with just the levels in the energy range covered by your data
• Sometimes need subthreshold states and/or background states

• At low energies low angular momenta dominate
• Penetrability, both orbital and Coulomb

• Closed channels usually don’t have much effect except near thresholds
• Can cause trouble at data sets that end at a particle threshold
• Don’t expect a good fit at the highest energies of your data
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Phenomenological R-matrix analysis 
ingredients
• A two-body reaction where resonances are clearly visible (usually)

• Experimental data
• Probably some data you measured

• Likely a bunch of data other people measured previously

• Structure information
• Level energies, Jp, partial widths, ANCs



How can I access previous experimental data?

• Many publications do not tabulate their data.

• Many do show figures with their data, often this is the only way to get 
cross sections from old publications

• Modern data bases have been made to preserve data
• This is now a main goal of NSF and DOE

• EXFOR

• IBANDL


